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NEW QUESTION 1
A Salesforce Administrator has initiated a deployment using a change set. the deployment has taken more time than usual. What is the potential reason for this?

A. The change set includes changes to permission sets and profiles.
B. The change set includes Field type changes for some objects.
C. The change set includes new custom objects and custom fields.
D. The change set performance is independent of included components.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 2
Which are two key benefits of fully integrating an agile issue tracker with software testing and continuous integration tools? Choose 2 answers?

A. Developers can see automated test statuses post code commit on a specific user story.
B. Developers can collaborate and communicate effectively on specific user stories.
C. Developers can observe their team velocity on the burn chart report in the agile tool.
D. Developers can use the committed code's build status directly on the user story record.

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 3
Universal Containers has a large call center that has a limited inventory and must ensure there is product availability before an Opportunity is marked as Closed.
Custom Apex has been implemented to check inventory levels before an Opportunity is saved. What should an architect consider before recommending
Performance testing?

A. Number of unit tests
B. Number of Apex Hammer failures
C. Number of debug log entries
D. Number of concurrent transactions

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 4
Universal Containers (UC) is implementing Service Cloud for their contact centers for 3000 users. They have ~10 million customers. The average speed response
time expected is less than 5 seconds with 1,500 concurrent users. What type of testing will help UC measure the page response time?

A. Unit Testing.
B. Load testing.
C. System Integration Testing.
D. Stress Testing.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 5
Universal Containers has asked the salesforce architect to establish a governance framework to manage all of those Salesforce initiatives within the company.
What is the first step the Architect should take?

A. Implement a comprehensive DevOps framework for all initiatives within Universal Containers
B. Establish a global Center of Excellence to define and manage Salesforce development standards across the organization
C. Identify relevant Stakeholders from within Universal Containers to obtain governance goals and objectives
D. Implement a project management tool to manage all change requests on the project

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 6
Universal Containers has multiple project learns building into single org. The project teams are concerned with design conflicts and ensuring a common design
process What should an Architect recommend to prevent this conflict?

A. Create a Center of Excellence Charter document.
B. Create Design Standard for Governance.
C. Create a backup system using GIT Repositories.
D. Create a Release Management process.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 7
Universal Containers (UC) is implementing Service Cloud UC's contact center receives 100 phone calls per hour and operates across North America ,Europe and
APAC regions. UC wants the application to be responsive and scalable to support 150 calls considering future growth. what should be recommended test load
consideration

A. Testing load considering 50% more call volume.
B. Testing load considering half the call volume.
C. Testing load considering 10xthe current call volume.
D. Testing load considering current call volume.
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
A year has passed since a project has gone live and a developer is looking to make an update to an existing Apex class, but is unsure of its purpose. What artifact
from the original project should be leveraged to determine the purpose of the class?

A. User Acceptance Test Scripts
B. Test Execution Plan
C. Requirements Traceability Matrix
D. Test Sign Off Document

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 9
Due to several issues, Universal Containers wants to have better control over the changes made in the production org and to be able to track them. Which two
options will streamline the process? Choose 2 answers

A. Make all code/configuration changes directly in the production org.
B. Allow no code/configuration changes directly in the production.org
C. Use the Force.com IDE to automate deployment to the production.org
D. Use Metadata API to automate deployment to the production.org

Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 10
Universal Containers (UC) is preparing for the new Salesforce release in a couple of months, and has several ongoing development projects that may be affected.
Which three steps should the team at UC take to prepare for this release? Choose 3 answers

A. Contact Salesforce to schedule a time to upgrade the full Sandbox.
B. Refresh a Sandbox during the Release Preview Window to ensure they have the upcoming release.
C. Run regression tests in an upgraded sandbox to detect any issues with the Upgrade.
D. Review the release notes for automatically-enabled features and technical debt.
E. Upgrade any SOAP integrations to the newest WSDL as early as possible

Answer: BCD

NEW QUESTION 11
There has been an increase in the number of defects .Universal Containers (UC) found the root cause to be decreased in quality if code. Which two options can
enforce code quality in UC's continuous integration process? Choose 2 answers

A. Introduce manual code review before deployment to the testing sandbox.
B. Introduce manual code review before deployment to the production org.
C. Increase the size of the testing team assigned to the project.
D. Introduce static code analysis before deployment to the testing sandbox.

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 12
Universal Containers has multiple minor and major releases in a year .Minor releases have sample configuration changes, while major releases involve large
number of complex code components. What is the deployment tools should an architect recommend for both types of releases?

A. Change sets for minor releases and Force.com IDE for major releases.
B. Change sets for both minor releases and major releases.
C. Change sets for minor releases and metadata API for major releases.
D. Force.com IDE for minor releases and metadata API for major releases.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 13
Universal containers is looking to install a new application to enable advanced quoting in its current Professional Edition org. The org is near capacity with object
and tab limits. Which two solutions should the Architect recommend? Choose 2 answers

A. Install an Aloha certified App
B. Upgrade to an Enterprise Edition org
C. Create and install an unmanaged package
D. Buy more user licenses to increase org limits

Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 14
Universal Containers (UC) is working on a project to support environmental cleanup projects with specially designed containers. To support this project, UC is
developing a portal for regulatory agencies to use for tracking and reporting of the containers, and these regulatory requirements are well-defined. Many non
-regulatory requirements have not been defined yet. The project is on a strict budget and timeline. Which two approaches should UC consider to meet regulatory
requirements and to satisfy the needs of end users? Choose 2 answers
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A. Initiate a waterfall project and start building the features of the solution based on regulatory requirement
B. In parallel, gather the remaining non -regulatory requirements for the solution, then go back and reconcile the two sets of requirements and re -work the solution
as necessary
C. Initiate an Agile project, beginning with a "sprint 0" to scope and estimate the project and to build the product backlo
D. Identify the minimum viable produc
E. Initiate building the solution based on the backlog, and co -create the design with the project stakeholders
F. Initiate a waterfall project by gathering the remaining requirements and completing the architecture and desig
G. Initiate the build/test processes with frequent reviews by the stakeholder
H. On build completion, perform acceptance testing and validate compliance with regulatory requirements
I. Initiate an Agile project based on the known requirements, begin building immediately, and work through remaining requirements as they come u
J. Budget and timeline will not be a factor with an Agile methodology

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 15
Universal Containers (UC) is using sales and service Cloud. They have two major releases and four minor releases every year. They have deployment (dev),
integration, user acceptance (UAT), staging, and hotflix sandboxes. What should an Architect recommend when UC has PI issues and has to be fixed
immediately?

A. Fix the issue in staging and deploy it into production.
B. Fix the issue in hotflix, test, and deploy to production.
C. Fix the issue in development, test, UAT, and deploy to production.
D. Follow the release management process to move to production.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 16
Universal Containers is building a custom application on the Force.com platform. There is a budget and release date that has been set by the board of directors,
but the application must meet the requirements that will be submitted and voted on by a public user community. What is the risk associated with the scenario?

A. The requirements should not be solicited by an external community
B. The project is not using the Waterfall methodology
C. The project is not using an Agile methodology
D. The requirements are unknown and the release date has been set.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 17
Universal Containers have just acquired Planetary storage. Both companies use salesforce.com to manage their sales activities. The two companies have many
customers in common and the company plans to merge the two sales organizations, but the products and sales processes between the two original companies will
remain different and distinct. What factor should the company consider in merging the two Salesforce.com orgs into a single org?

A. Transactional sales data could be combined without modification since standard objects are used
B. Salespersons selling both product lines would need two logins, once for each product line
C. Business processes on standard objects can be merged without modifications
D. Customer data could be merged with modifications using standardization and de -duplication

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 18
A Salesforce contractor has built an application for Universal Containers (UC) .The contractor will need to deploy multiple times from the contractor's own
Salesforce to UC's Salesforce environments. Ultimately, UC has full control of the application's code, including its intellectual property

A. Eclipse IDE
B. Unmanaged Package
C. Change Sets.
D. Managed Package

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 19
What are three necessary components for establishing a governance framework? Choose 3 answers

A. Automated Testing
B. Requirements Management
C. Change Control Log
D. Documentation Repository
E. Continuous Integration

Answer: ACD

NEW QUESTION 20
Universal Containers business users often observe that newly released features are resulting in other previously existing and stable functionality being broken.
Which approach should an Architect recommend to prevent regression?

A. Utilize the developer console to run test suites for the affected functionality
B. Utilize unit and functional test automation as part of a continuous integration strategy
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C. Utilize Salesforce Apex Hammer to automatically test all functionality
D. Freeze development of new features and re -architect the system to remove the bugs

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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